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ABSTRACT
GREEN CORRESPONDENCE FOR MACKEY
FUNCTORS
Mehmet Uc¸
M.S. in Mathematics
Supervisor: Assoc. Prof. Dr. Laurance J. Barker
January, 2008
The Green corespondence for modules of group algebras was introduced by Green
in 1964. A version for Mackey functors was introduced by Sasaki in 1982. Sasaki’s
characterization of Mackey functor correspondence was based on the theory of
Green functors. In this thesis, we give Sasaki’s characterization and an alternative
characterization of the Mackey functor correspondence. Our characterization is
closer to Green’s original module theoretic approach. We show that the two
characterizations are equivalent. This yields a new way of determining vertices,
sources and Green correspondents; we shall illustrate this with some examples.
Keywords: Green correspondence, Green functor, Mackey functor, endomorphism
Green functor, vertex, source, defect base, defect group.
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O¨ZET
MACKEY I˙ZLEC¸LERI˙NDE GREEN UYUS¸UMU
Mehmet Uc¸
Matematik, Yu¨ksek Lisans
Tez Yo¨neticisi: Doc¸. Dr. Laurance J. Barker
Ocak, 2008
Grup cebirlerinin modu¨lleri ic¸in Green uyus¸umu 1964 yılında Green tarafından
ortaya koyuldu. Mackey izlec¸leri ic¸in olan versiyonu 1982 yılında, Sasaki tarafin-
dan ortaya koyuldu. Sasaki’nin Mackey izleci uyus¸umunu karakterize etmesi,
Green izlec¸leri kuramını baz alır. Bu tezde, Sasaki’nin Mackey izleci uyus¸umunu
nasıl karakterize ettig˘ini inceledik ve konuyu dig˘er bir yoldan nitelendirdik. Bizim
yaptıg˘ımız nitelendirme Green’in ilk modu¨l kuramsal yaklas¸ımına daha yakındır.
Bu iki nitelendirmenin aynı oldug˘unu go¨sterdik. Bunun sayesinde ko¨s¸eyi, kaynag˘ı
ve Green uyus¸umlarını tespit etmek ic¸in yeni bir yol elde ettik; bunu bazı
o¨rneklerle go¨sterdik.
Anahtar so¨zcu¨kler : Green uyus¸umu, Green izleci, Mackey izleci, o¨zyapı do¨nu¨s¸u¨mu¨
Green izleci, ko¨s¸e, kaynak, hata bazı, hata grubu.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The theory of the Green correspondence is a fundamental theorem in group repre-
sentation theory. The Green correspondence for Mackey functors is an analogous
development.
Green[5] showed that there is a one-to-one correspondence between the isomor-
phism classes of finitely generated indecomposable kG−modules which have ver-
tex Q and isomorphism classes of finitely generated indecomposable kH−modules
which have vertex Q, where H is a subgroup of G and H contains NG(Q). Later,
in [6], Green established the Green correspondence for Green functors. The Green
correspondence for Green functors is a natural application of a general transfer
theorem that he established, again in [6]. Sasaki[8] defined the Green correspon-
dence for Mackey functors by adapting the method established for Green functors.
After introducing the endomorphism Green functor EndG(M) of a Mackey func-
tor M for G over a complete principle ideal domain, Sasaki defined the vertex of
a Mackey functor as a defect group of the endomorphism Green functor of the
Mackey functor. Then, he defined the Green correspondent using the method of
Green.
In [11], The´venaz and Webb gave some applications of the Green correspon-
dence for some special Mackey functors: the simple Mackey functors, SH,V , pro-
jective Mackey functors, PH,V , fixed point, FP (V ), and fixed quotient FQ(V ).
2
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This classic paper substantially laid down the modern notation for the theory of
Mackey functors.
We have made our study in historical order of the development of the theory
of the Green correspondence and the theory Mackey functors. Part of our task
in this thesis has been to provide a modern update of Sasaki’s ideas.
In Chapter 2, we give some easy facts to the theory of the Green correspon-
dence for group algebras.
Chapter 3 contains the two equivalent definitions of Mackey functors and the
definition of Green functor.
In Chapter 4, we introduce the endomorphism Green functor and show that
it is a Green functor with some elegant properties. The definition of the vertex
of a Mackey functor, which is crucial in our study, is based on the endomorphism
Green functor.
In [6], Green gives some properties of Green functors, defines the defect basis
and the defect group for Green functors and gives some methods to identify
them. In Chapter 5, we relate these results to the endomorphism Green functor
of a Mackey functor.
In Chapter 6 and in Chapter 7, we collect together several results on the
Green functors and Mackey functors. We define the correspondence and prove
the Green correspondence for Mackey functors.
Finally, in Chapter 8, we define some special Mackey functors and determine
the vertices, sources and Green correspondents for them.
To facilitate the reading, important definitions and results have been repeated
where necessary.
Chapter 2
Green Correspondence in Group
Algebra
The Green correspondence for Mackey functors was introduced by Sasaki. How-
ever, the Green correspondence is encumbered with some important technicalities.
Our goal in this chapter is to describe group algebras and to introduce the Green
correspondence for them. We need some facts about group algebras. The follow-
ing definitions can be found in [4] and [1]. Consider G, a finite group, and k an
algebraically closed field throughout the entire chapter.
2.1 Preliminaries
Free modules, projective modules, related definitions, especially vertices and
sources give a great deal of intuition and information about the Green corre-
spondence in group representation theory. Firstly, we give these necessary and
useful definitions and results.
Let G be a group and consider the kG−modules isomorphic with direct sum
of copies of kG. Such kG−modules are called free modules. Free modules play a
central role in ring theory, since any module is the homomorphic image of some
4
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free module. The following definition gives the fundamental characterization of
summands of free modules.
Definition 2.1 Let A be an finite dimensional algebra over an algebraically
closed field k and U be a A−module.The modules satisfying the following equiva-
lent properties are called projective modules
1. U is a direct summand of a free module;
2. If α is a homomorphism of the A−module V onto U then the kernel of α
is a direct summand of V ;
3. If α is a homomorphism of the A−module V onto the A−module W and β
is a homomorphism of U to W then there is a A−homomorphism γ of U
to V with αγ=β.
So the characterization of the projective modules give us new information
with the following definition.
Definition 2.2 Let A be an finite dimensional algebra over an algebraically
closed field k and U be a A−module.The modules satisfying the following equiva-
lent properties are called injective modules
1. U is a direct summand of a free module;
2. If α is one-to-one homomorphism of the A−module U into V then α(U) is
a direct summand of V ;
3. If α is a one-to-one homomorphism of the A−module W into the A−module
V and β is a homomorphism of W to U then there is a R−homomorphism
γ of V to U with γα=β.
For group algebras, the two notions coincide.
Theorem 2.3 Let U be a kG−module. U is projective if and only if it is injective.
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Now we extend the idea of free modules by relating kG−modules and modules
for subgroups. By this means, we introduce the induced modules.
Definition 2.4 Let G be a group and H be a subgroup of G. A kG−module U
is said to be relatively H−free if there is a kH−submodule X of U such that any
kH− homomorphism of X with respect to any kG−module V extends uniquely
to a kG− homomorphism of U to V .
Lemma 2.5 Let G be a group and H be a subgroup of G and X be a
kH−module.Then there is a kG−module which is relatively H−free with respect
to X.
Now we describe these relatively free modules by the tensor product construc-
tion.
Definition 2.6 Let G be a group, H be a subgroup of G and V be a kH−module.
Consider the tensor product kG⊗V of two vector spaces and let kG⊗kH V be the
quotient by the subspace spanned by all the elements of the form ah ⊗ v − ⊗hv
where a∈kG, v∈V , h∈H. We shall give this quotient space the structure of a
kG−module. For g∈G define g(a⊗ v) = ga⊗ v. Obviously, by the bilinearity of
this action we have a kG−module structure on the vector space kG⊗kH V . Since
g(ah ⊗ v − a ⊗ hv) = (ga)h ⊗ v − (ga) ⊕ hv the subspace given is preserved by
the action of g thus we have a kG−module structure on kG ⊗kH V .This module
is called the kG−module induced by the kH−module V. For a∈G and v ∈ V we
write a⊗ V for the element of V G which corresponds to this tensor.
With these definitions we have the following remark.
Remark 2.7 Let H be a subgroup of G and V be a kH−module. The induced
module V G is relatively H−free with respect to V . Furthermore, V G is the vector
space direct sum
V G =
∑
s∈G/H
s⊗ V
and each subspace s⊗ V has dimension equal to that of V
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Now we give a collection of basic facts about induction.
Lemma 2.8 Let V, V1, V2 be kH−modules for the subgroup H of G and let U be
a kG−module.
1. If V is free(projective) then V G is free(projective).
2. (V1 ⊕ V1)G = V G1 ⊕ V G2 .
3. Let L be a subgroup of H and let W be a kL−module. Then (WH)G = WG.
4. U ⊗ V G ∼= (UH ⊗ V )G.
5. HomkG(V
G,U) ∼= HomkH(V, UH).
6. HomkG(U,V
G) ∼= HomkH(UH , V ).
The next result, which is Mackey’s theorem, allows us to describe the process
of inducing and then restricting in terms of restriction followed by induction.
Recall that, as a disjoint union, G =
⋃
s∈L\G/H LsH where the notation indicates
that s runs over a set of double coset representatives for H and L in G. Now we
can state the Mackey’s theorem.
Theorem 2.9 Let H and L be two fixed subgroups of a group G and let V be a
kH−module.Then the following holds.
(V G)L ∼=
⊕
s∈L\G/H
(s⊗ (V )L∩sHs−1)L.
To begin to study the Green correspondence in group algebra, lastly we in-
troduce vertex and source. If H and A are subgroups of G then H ≤G A means
that Hx < A and H =G A means that H
x = A for some x ∈ G. Note that if U
and V are kG−modules and U is isomorphic with a direct summand of V then
we write U |V .
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Definition 2.10 Let U be a kG−module and H be a subgroup of G. The modules
satisfying the following equivalent properties are called relatively H−projective or
H−projective.
1. U is a direct summand of a relatively H−free module;
2. If α is a homomorphism of the kG−module V onto U and α split as a
kH−homomorphism then α is split;
3. If α is a homomorphism of the kG−module V onto the kG−module W and
β is a homomorphism of U to W the there is a kG−homomorphism γ of U
to V with αγ=β provided there is a kH−homomorphism with this property;
4. U is a direct summand of (UH)
G.
Lemma 2.11 Let Q and H be subgroups of G and let W be an kQ−module and
V a component of WG. Suppose that VH = U1 ⊕ U2 . . . Ut where each Ui is an
indecomposable kH−module. Then for each i there exists xi ∈ G such that Ui is
H ∩Qxi−projective. In fact Ui/{W xiH∩Qxi}H .
For a kG−module V let B(V ) be the set of all subgroups H of G such that
V is H−projective.
Lemma 2.12 Let V be an indecomposable kG−module. Assume that
1. Q is a minimal member of B(V ).
2. W is a kQ−module such that V |WG.
3. H ∈ B(V ).
Then U |V G for at least one indecomposable component U of VH . Moreover for
such U there exist x ∈ G with Qx ≤ H and U |(W x)H .
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Proof : Since V is H−projective V |(VH)G. Thus V |UG for some indecom-
posable component U of V H as V is indecomposable. By Lemma 2.11 for any
such U there exists x ∈ G such that U is (H ∈ Qx)−projective. Thus V is
(Hx
−1 ∈ Q)−projective. Moreover by the minimality of A ≤ Hx−1 . Part (3) is a
consequence of Lemma 2.11.
¤
Corollary 2.13 Let V be an indecomposable kG−module. Then there exists a
subgroup A of G such that V is Q−projective and when V is H−projective then
Q ≤G H where A is uniquely determined up to conjugation in G.
Proof : This corollary is immediate by Lemma 2.12.
¤
Definition 2.14 Let U be an indecomposable kG−module. The minimal element
Q in B(U) is called a vertex of U and the vertex is determined unique up to
conjugation in G. Moreover, given an indecomposable kG−module U with vertex
Q, then Q is a p−subgroup of G. The indecomposable kQ−module S,unique up
to conjugation in NG(Q), such that U |SG is called the source of U .
The idea is that the closer the vertex Q is to the identity, the nearer U is to
being projective. The following two results about vertices are useful to understand
the Green correspondence in group algebra.
Lemma 2.15 If U is an indecomposable kG−module with vertex Q and H is a
subgroup containing Q, then:
1. There exists a kH−module V such that V |UH and U |V G;
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2. There exists a kH−module V such that U |V G and V has vertex Q;
3. There exists a kH−module V such that V |UH and V has vertex Q;
Proof :
1. Since U is relatively H−projective, we have U |(UH)G. Therefore there is
an indecomposable summand V of UH such that U |V G.
2. Let S be a kQ−module which is a source for U so U |SG. But SG|(SH)G
so there is an indecomposable summand V of SH with U/V G. We claim
that V has vertex Q. By establishing this assertion we will prove (2). Since
V |SH we have that V is relatively Q−projective so there is vertex R of
V contained in Q. Let W be a kR−module such that V |WH . Hence,
V G|(WH)G, that is, V G|WG, so U |WG and U is R−projective. Thus, R
contains a conjugate of Q. But R ≤ Q so R = Q as claimed.
3. Let S be an indecomposable kQ−module with S|UQ and U |SG. Hence,
there is an indecomposable kH−module V with V |UH and S|VQ. We will
prove that V has vertex Q. V |UH so V |(V G)H and by Mackey’s theorem
there is s ∈ G with
V |(s⊗ (S)H∩sQs−1)H .
Hence, V has vertex R with R ≤ H ∩ sQs−1. It suffices to prove that R is
conjugate to Q inH. However, V is a summand of a module induced from R
to H and S|VQ so Mackey’s theorem implies that S is relatively Q∩hRh−1
projective for some h ∈ H. But S has vertex Q(or else, as U |SG, U would
be relatively projective for a proper subgroup of Q) so Q ∩ hRh−1 can not
be a proper subgroup of Q, that is Q ≤ hRh−1. However, R ≤ sQs−1 so
|R| ≤ |Q| and we have Q = hRh−1. Thus, V satisfies (3).
¤
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In Corollary 2.22, below, we shall show that there exists a kG−module V
satisfying all three conditions of the lemma.
Lemma 2.16 Let Q be a subgroup of the subgroup H of G. If V is a relatively
Q−projective kH−module, then
(V G)H ∼= V ⊕W
where every indecomposable summand of W is relatively projective for a subgroup
of the form sQs−1 ∩H, s ∈ G, s /∈ H.
Proof : Since V is relatively Q−projective, there is a kQ−module U with V |UH .
Thus UH ∼= V ⊕ T for some kH−module T , so UG ∼= V G ⊕ TG and
(UG)H ∼= V ⊕W ⊕ T ⊕X
where (V G)H ∼= V ⊕W and (TG)H ∼= T ⊕ X for suitable kH−modules W and
X. However, by Mackey’s theorem,
(V G)L ∼=
⊕
s∈H G/Q
(s⊗ (U)H∩sQs−1)L ∼= UG ⊕ Y
where the summand s ∈ H gives UH , Y is the direct sum of all terms for s ∈ H
and so each indecomposable summand of Y is relatively projective for a subgroup
of the form sQs−1 ∩H, s /∈ H. So it is immediate that W ⊕X ∼= Y so W is as
claimed.
¤
2.2 Green Correspondence in Group Algebra
Now we can begin to study Green correspondence in group algebra.
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Firstly let us fix some notation. Let Q be a p−subgroup of G and let M be a
subgroup of G containing NG(Q), which is the normalizer of Q.Remember that
if P and R are subgroups of G, P ≤G R means that a conjugate of P in G is
contained in R. Let H is a collection of subgroups of G then P ≤G H means
P ≤G H for some H ∈ H.
Secondly we fix some collections of p−subgroup of G. Let
X = {sQs−1 ∩Q|s ∈ G, s /∈M}
Y = {sQs−1 ∩M |s ∈ G, s /∈M}
Z = {R|R ≤ Q,R *G X}
X consists of the proper subgroups of Q because NG(Q) ≤ H. Thus Q ∈ Z.
Clearly X ≤ Y.
Finally, if H is any collection of subgroups of G we shall say that the
kG−module U is relatively H−projective if U is direct sum of modules each
of which is relatively projective for a subgroup of H. Now we can state the
fundamental theorem.
Theorem 2.17 There is a one-to-one correspondence between isomorphism
classes of indecomposable kG−modules with vertex in Z and isomorphism classes
of indecomposable kM−modules with vertex in Z. If U and V are such modules
for G and M , respectively, which corresponds then U and V have the same vertex
and
UM ∼= V ⊕ Y
V G ∼= U ⊕X
where Y is a relatively Y−projective kM−module and X is a relatively
X−projective kG−module.
The next four results are necessary preliminaries.
Lemma 2.18 Suppose that R is a subgroup of Q. Then the following are equiv-
alent.
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1. R ≤G X;
2. R ≤M X;
3. R ≤M Y.
Proof : If (1) is valid then there is g ∈ G with gRg−1 ≤ Q ∩ sQs−1, where
s ∈ G, s /∈M . Then if g ∈M then certainly (2) holds. If g /∈M then R ≤ g−1Qg
yields R ≤ Q ∩ g−1Qg, that is R in X so certainly R ≤M X. So (2) holds.
If (2) holds then there is x ∈ M, s ∈ G, s /∈ M such that xRx−1 ≤ Q ∩ sQs−1.
Thus, we get xRx−1 ≤M ∩ sQs−1 and R ≤M Y. So (3) holds.
If (3) holds then there is x ∈ M, s ∈ G, s /∈ M with xRx−1 ≤ M ∩ sQs−1.
Hence R ≤ M ∩ (x−1s)Q(s−1x). However x−1s /∈ M . So clearly we have R ≤
Q ∩ (x−1s)Q(s−1x) and R ≤G X. So (1) holds.
¤
The next lemma gives the reason why the statement of the theorem is not
symmetrical in X and Y, but is quite symmetrical in G and M , restriction and
induction.
Lemma 2.19 If U is a relatively X−projective kG−module then UM is relatively
Y− projective. If V is a relatively Y−projective kM−module then VG is relatively
X− projective.
Proof : Let W be an indecomposable summand of U so W is relatively projec-
tive for a subgroup of the form sQs−1, s /∈M . Hence, by Mackey’s theorem, WM
is relatively projective for the collection of subgroups of the form
t(sQs−1 ∩Q)t−1 ∩M = tsQs−1t−1 ∩ tQt−1 ∩M.
But either t /∈ M or ts /∈ M so such a subgroup is contained in an element of Y
so WM and UL are relatively Y−projective.
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If W is an indecomposable summand of V and W has vertex P then P ≤M Y so
WG is relatively P−projective and P ≤G X, by Lemma 2.18 , so WG is relatively
X−projective and we proved the lemma.
¤
The next two results contains the bulk of the theorem.
Lemma 2.20 If U is an indecomposable kG−module with vertex R in Z then
UM ∼= V ⊕W , where V is an indecomposable kM−module with vertex R, U |V G
and W is a relatively Y−projective kM−module.
Proof : By Lemma 2.15, there is an indecomposable kM−module V with vertex
R and U |V G. Now (V G)M ∼= V ⊕W1, where W1 is relatively Y−projective, by
Lemma 2.16. Thus UM is either isomorphic with V ⊕Y or W for some summand
W of W1. But, again by Lemma 2.15, UM has an indecomposable summand
W with vertex R. Now W cannot be isomorphic with summand of W , or else
R ≤M X, by Lemma 2.18, so R /∈ Z. Thus, W ∼= V and UM ∼= V ⊕W .
¤
Lemma 2.21 If V is an indecomposable kM−module with vertex R in Z then
V G ∼= U ⊕ V where U is an indecomposable kG−module with vertex R, V |UM
and X is a relatively X−projective kG−module.
Proof : Let V G = U1 + . . . + Ur be a direct sum of indecomposable
kG−modules.Since (V G)M ∼= V ⊕ Y , where Y is a relatively Y−projective
kM−module, by Lemma 2.16, we have, after renumbering, that (U1)M ∼= V +Y1,
(Ui)M ∼= Yi, 2 ≤ i ≤ r, where the Yi are kM−modules and Y ∼= Y1⊕ . . .⊕Yr. We
claim that Ui has a vertex in Z and that U1, . . . , Ur are relatively X−projective.
Indeed, U1 has a vertex in Q, as U1|V G, and U1 cannot be relatively X−projective.
Then Lemma 2.19 would imply that (U1)M ∼= V + Y1 is relatively Y−projective
which is not the case. Hence, U1 does not have a vertex in Z. Moreover, if Ui,
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i ≤ 2, was not relatively X−projective. Then Lemma 2.20 would imply to it and
(Ui)M would not be relativle Y−projective, which it is. Thus, Ui is relatively
X−projective.
Setting U = U1, X = U2 + . . . + Ur we have that U |V G, V G ∼= U ⊕X where X
is relatively X−projective. It remains only to prove that U has vertex R. How-
ever, the vertex of U is in Z. Thus Lemma 2.20 applies and there is a unique
summand, in any decomposition of UM into the direct sum of indecomposable
modules, which is not relatively Y−projective and that module has a vertex
equal to a vertex of U . However UM ∼= V ⊕Y . So U has vertex R as V has vertex
R. This completes the proof.
¤
Proof : Obviously in the last two lemmas almost everything of the Theorem
2.17 established. We only need to show the one-to-one property. We need to
show two things:
If U is an indecomposable kG−module with vertex R in Z, V is as in Lemma
2.20. Then V G = U
′⊕Y as in Lemma 2.21. Thus U ∼= U ′ . But in Lemma 2.20 we
proved that U |V G. If we start with V , a similar result holds as proved in Lemma
2.21 that V |UM . This shows the one-to-one property and Green correspondence
is established which completes the proof of theorem of Theorem 2.17.
¤
Corollary 2.22 If U is an indecomposable kG−module with vertex Q and H is a
subgroup containing Q then there is an indecomposable kH−module V satisfying
the following
V |UH and U |V G and V has vertex Q.
Chapter 3
Green Functors and Mackey
Functors
Our goal in this chapter is to define Mackey and Green functors. Actually we
shall give two equivalent definitions of a Mackey functor.
3.1 Mackey Functors
3.1.1 Definition of Mackey functors in terms of subgroups
Let G be a group, k be a commutative ring with unity element. A Mackey functor
M for G over k consists of the following:
A. A k−module M(H) for all H ≤ G.
B. k−linear maps rHK : M(H) −→ M(K) and tHK : M(K) −→ M(H) for all
K ≤ H ≤ G. We call rHK and tHK a restriction map and a transfer map,
respectively.
C. A k−linear map cHg : M(H) −→ M(gH) for all g ∈ G and H ≤ G. Here
gH = gHg−1. We call cHg a conjugation map.
16
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Furthermore, the following relations are to be satisfied for all g, h ∈ G and
H,K,L ≤ G.
1. rKL r
H
K = r
H
L and t
H
Kt
K
L = t
H
L if L ≤ K ≤ H,
2. rHH = t
H
H = idM(H),
3. cHgh = cg,Hh−1ch,H ,
4. ch :M(H) −→M(H) is the identity if h ∈ H,
5. cKg r
H
K = r
Hg
−1
Kg
−1 cHg and c
H
g t
H
K = t
Hg
−1
Kg
−1cKg if K ≤ H,
6. (MackeyAxiom) If L,K ≤ H,
rHL t
H
K =
∑
h∈L\H/K
tH
L∩Kh−1r
Kh
−1
L∩Kh−1c
K
h
where L ≤ hH ≥ K and L\H/K denotes a set of representatives of the
(L,K)−double cosets LhK
It is not hard to show that the formula in the Mackey axiom does not depend
on the choice of the double cosets representatives.
Since every conjugation map cHg has the inverse c
Hg
−1
g−1 it is an isomorphism.
We allow G to act as k−linear automorphisms on ⊕H∈S(G)M(H) such that, by
defining;
gm = cHg (m) for m ∈M(H) and g ∈ G.
Furthermore the subgroup NG(H) stabilizes M(H). By axiom (4), the quotient
NG(H) = NG(H)/H acts on M(H) as a group of k−linear automorphims. So
we can say M(H) is a kNG(H)−module. In particular M(1) is a kG−module.
Thus, a Mackey functor can be considered as a family of modules related to one
another by restriction, transfer and conjugation maps.
A morphism of Mackey functor f :M −→ N is a family fGH : H ≤ G of maps
fH :M(H) −→ N(H) which commute with restriction, transfer and conjugation.
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By a subfunctor N of a Mackey functor M for S(G) we mean a family of
k−submodules N(H) ≤ M(H), which is stable under restriction, transfer and
conjugation.
3.1.2 Definition of Mackey functors as modules over the
Mackey algebra
The second definition of a Mackey functor is by means of the Mackey algebra
MackR(G) which we shall define in a moment. First, we define Mack(G) to be
the algebra over Z generated by elements generated by the elements tHK , rHK and
cHg . For K ≤ H ≤ G and g, h ∈ G we impose the following relations on the
generators:
1. tHKt
K
L = t
H
L if L ≤ K ≤ H,
2. rKL r
H
K = r
H
L if L ≤ K ≤ H,
3. cHgh = c
Hh
−1
g c
H
h ,
4. rHH = t
H
H = c
H
h = idM(H),
5. cHg t
H
K = t
Hg
−1
Kg
−1cKg ,
6. cKg r
H
K = r
Hg
−1
Kg
−1 cHg ,
7.
∑
H t
H
H =
∑
H r
H
H = 1,
8. (MackeyAxiom) if L,K ≤ H,
rHL t
H
K =
∑
h∈L\H/K
tH
L∩Kh−1r
Kh
−1
L∩Kh−1c
K
h
any other product of rHK , t
H
K and c
H
g being zero.
Let Mackk(G) = k ⊗Z Mack(G). Given a Mackey functor M for G over k,
as defined above, then we can define a Mackk(G)−module M˜ =
⊕
H≤GM(H).
When we pass from Mackey functorsM toMackk(G)−modules M˜ , morphisms of
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Mackey functors f :M → N give rise to maps ofMackk(G)−modules f˜ : M˜ → N˜
such that f˜ and fH agree as maps M(H)→ N(H).
So it is possible to define a Mackey functor as a MackR(G)−module, and a
morphism of Mackey functors as a morphism of MackR(G)−modules. If M is
a MackR(G)−module, then M corresponds to a Mackey functor M1 in the first
sense, defined by M1(H) = t
H
HM , the maps t
H
K , r
H
KM and c
g
H being defined as the
multiplications by the corrsponding elements of the Mackey algebra.
Note that forH ≤ G a Mackey functor forG over over k is naturally considered
to be a Mackey functor for H over k. Such a Mackey functor is called the
restriction of M to H and is denoted by ↓GH M .
Definition 3.1 Let M and N be Mackey functors for G over k. Then a mor-
phism of Mackey functors θ : M → N is defined to be a family (θH))H≤G of
k−homomorphisms θH :M(H)→ N(H) such that
tKH(θH(m)) = θK(t
K
H(m)) (m ∈M(H)),
rKH (θK(m
′
)) = θ(H)(rKHm
′
) (m
′ ∈M(H)),
cg(θH(m)) = θ(H
g)(cg(m)) (M ∈M(H))
for all H ≤ K ≤ G and g ∈ G, where k is an complete principle ideal domain.
We denote by Mackk(G) the category whose objects are the Mackey functors for
G over k and with morphisms as just defined. Mackk(G) is an abelian category.
3.2 Green Functors
With the notation of the previous section, A Green functor for G over R is a
Mackey functor A such that A(H) is endowed with an associative R−algebra
structure with a unity element for every H ∈ S(G) and the following axioms are
satisfied:
1. All restriction maps rHK : A(H) → A(K) and the conjugation maps cgH :
A(H)→ A(K) are unitary homomorphisms of R-algebras.
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2. (Frobenius Axiom) For all K ≤ H, α ∈ A(K), β ∈ A(H), then
tHK(α.r
H
K(β)) = t
H
K(α).β
tHK(r
H
K(β).α) = β.t
H
K(α)
We emphasize that tHK need not to be a ring homomorphism. In fact, the
Frobenius axiom implies that the image of tHK is a two sided ideal of A(H). The
formulas in the Frobenius axiom are also called projection formulas.
Since the conjugation maps are unitary homomorphisms of R−algebras, G
acts on
∏
H∈S(G)A(H) as a group of algebra automorhisms, and in particu-
lar N¯(H) acts on A(H) as a group of algebra automorphisms. So A(H) is
an N¯(H)−algebra, and in particular A(1) is endowed with an action of G by
R−algebra automorphisms.
Moreover, there is an evident notion of morphism of Green functors: a
morphism φ from the Green functor A to the Green functor B is a mor-
phism of Mackey functors such that, for any subgroup H of G, the morphism
φH : A(H) → B(H) is a morphism of rings. The morphism φ is said to be uni-
tary if the morphism φH preserves the unit for all H. It is actually enough that
morphism φG preserves the unit, since
φG(1A(H)) = φG(r
G
H)(1A(G)) = r
G
HφG(1A(G)) = r
G
H1B(G) = 1B(H)
A module over the Green functor A, or A−module, is defined to be a Mackey
functorM for the group G, such that for any subgroup H of G, the moduleM(H)
has a structure of A(H)−module with unit. Furthermore, the structure must be
compatible with the Mackey structure, in the following sense:
• If x ∈ G and K ≤ G, let m 7→x m be the conjugation by x from M(K) to
M(xK). If a ∈ A(K) and M ∈ m(K), then x(a.m) = x(a).a(m).
• If H ≤ K are subgroups of G, if a ∈ A(K) and m ∈M(K), then rKH (a.m) =
rKH (a).r
K
H (m).
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• In the same conditions, if a ∈ A(K) and m ∈M(H), then
a.tKH(m) = t
K
H(r
K
H (a).m)
and if a ∈ A(H) and m ∈M(K), then
tKH(a).m = t
K
H(a.r
K
H (m))
A morphism φ from the A−module M to the A−module N is a morphism of
Mackey functors from M to N such that any subgroup H of G, the morphism
φH is a morphism of A(H)−modules.
Now we will define another category Ak(G) as subcategory of Mackk(G) as
the following:
Definition 3.2 Let A,B be Green functors where G is a group. Then a ring
homomorphism ψ = (θH)H≤G : A → B is a morphism between Green functors
such that each θH is an algebra of Mackk(G) whose objects are all Green functors
and morphisms are ring homomorphisms.
An important example of a Green functor is End(M), obtained for any Mackey
functor M by,
End(M)(H) = EndH(M) = HomMack(H)(↓GH M, ↓GH M)
we will study End(M) in the next chapter.
Chapter 4
Endomorphism Green Functors
Let G be a finite group and M a Mackey functor. In this chapter, we will
study a Green functor, defined by Sasaki, called endomorphism Green functor of
a Mackey functor M . The role of the endomorphism Green functor in the Green
correspondence for Mackey functors is crucial because we define the vertex of a
Mackey functor M to be the by vertex of the endomorphism Green functor of M .
Firstly, we will give the definition of endomorphism Green functor. Then we
will show that the endomorphism Green functor satisfies the axioms for Green
functors.
Definition 4.1 Let M be a Mackey functor for G over k. Then the Green func-
tor EndH(M) = (EndH(M), T, R, C) is defined as follows. For each H ≤ G we
define
EndH(M) = HomMackk(H)(↓GH M, ↓GH M),
the set of morphisms from ↓GH M to ↓GH M in Mackk(H). Let H ≤ K ≤ G and
g ∈ G.
Define the transfer map;
TKH : EndH(M) −→ EndK(M) : θ 7→ TKH (θ)
22
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as follows. Writing
(θY )Y≤H 7→ ((TKH (θ))L)L≤K
then, for L ≤ K, the map (TKH (θ))L :M(L) −→M(L) is such that, for x ∈M(L),
we have
x 7→
∑
HgL≤K
tHH∩gLc
gθHg∩LrH
g
Hg∩Lc
g−1
H (x).
Define the restriction map;
RKH : EndK(M) −→ EndH(M) : ψ 7→ RKH(ψ)
as follows. Writing
(ψY )Y≤K 7→ ((RKH(ψ))D)D≤H
then for E ≤ K, the map (RKH(ψ))D : M(E) −→ M(D) is such that, for y ∈
M(D), we have
y 7→ ψD(y).
Define the conjugation map;
CgH : EndH(M) −→ EndgH(M) : ϕ 7→ CgH(ϕ)
as follows. Writing
(ϕY )Y≤K 7→ ((CgH(ϕ))E)E≤gH
then for E ≤ K, the map (CGH(ϕ))E : M(E) −→ M(E) is such that, for z ∈
M(E), we have
z 7→ Cg−1gE ϕgECgE(z).
Now we will show that the endomorphism Green functor EndG(M) satisfies
the axioms given in Chapter 3.
Proposition 4.2 If M is a Mackey functor for the group G, then
(EndG(M), T, R, C) is a Green functor.
Proof : Letting M be a Mackey functor for G, then
(1) For L ≤ K ≤ H, RKLRHK = RHL . Indeed, given D ≤ K and m ∈ M(D) and
ϕ ∈ EndH(M) then RHK(ϕ) ∈ EndK(M) satisfies
(RHK(ϕ))(m) = (ϕD)D≤K(m).
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For E ≤ L and RHK ∈ EndK(M), we have
RKL (R
H
K(ϕ))(m) = (((ϕ)D)E)D≤K,E≤L(m) = (ϕE)E≤L(m) = (R
H
L (ϕ))(m)
for ϕ ∈ EndH(M).
(2) For L ≤ K ≤ H, TKH TKL = TLH .
Indeed, for given S ≤ K and m ∈ M(S) and ϕ ∈ EndL(M) then TKL (ϕ) ∈
EndK(M) satisfies
(TKL (ϕ)(m))S =
∑
SkL≤K,k∈K
tSS∩kLc
kϕSk∩Lr
Sk
Sk∩Lc
k−1
S (m).
Given R ≤ K and n ∈ M(R) and ψ ∈ EndK(M) then THK (ψ) ∈ EndH(M)
satisfies;
(THK (ψ)(n))R =
∑
RhK≤H,h∈H
tRR∩hKc
hψRh∩Kr
Rh
Rh∩Kc
k−1
R (n).
Given R ≤ H and n ∈M(R) and ϕ ∈ EndL(M) then;
(THK (T
K
L (ψ)(n))L =
∑
RhK≤H,h∈H
tRR∩hKc
h(tKL )Rh∩Kr
Rh
Rh∩Kc
k−1
R (n)
(TKL (ψ)(n))Rh∩K =
∑
(Rh∩K)kL≤K,h∈K
tR
h∩K
Rh∩K∩kLc
kψRhk∩Kk∩Lr
Rhk∩Kk
Rhk∩Kk∩Lc
k−1(n)
So
(THK (T
K
L (ψ)) =
∑
(Rh∩K)kL≤K,RhK∈H
tRR∩hKc
htR
h∩K
Rh∩K∩kLc
kψRhk∩Kk∩Lr
Rhk∩Kk
Rhk∩Kk∩Lc
k−1rR
h
Rh∩Kc
h−1
R
=
∑
(Rh∩K)kL≤K,RhK∈H
tRR∩hKt
R∩hK
R∩xK∩xLc
xψRx∩K∩Lcx
−1
rR∩
hK
R∩hK∩xLr
R
R∩hK
=
∑
RxL≤H
tLR∩x(H∩L)c
xψRx∩K∩Lcx
−1
rR∩x(H∩L)
where x = hk.
The result is what we claimed because as k and h runs over double coset repre-
sentatives RkK ≤ H and (Rh ∩K)hL ≤ H then x = hk runs over double coset
representatives RkK ≤ H.
(3) For a finite group H, RHH = idEndH(M).
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Given D ≤ H and m ∈ M(D) and ψ ∈ EndH(M) then RHH(ψ) ∈ EndH(M)
satisfies
(RHH(ψ))(m) = (ψD)D≤H(m).
Since (ψD)D≤H is a family of homomorphisms over D ≤ H then
(ψD)D≤H(m) = ψ(m)
as we claimed.
(4) For a finite group H, THH = idEndH(M).
Indeed, for given S ≤ H and m ∈ M(S) and ψ ∈ EndH(M) then THH (ψ) ∈
EndH(M) satisfies
THH (ψ)(m) =
∑
ShH≤H,h∈S
tSS∩hHc
hψSh∩Hr
Sh
Sh∩Hc
h−1
S (m).
=
∑
ShH≤H,h∈S
tSSc
h
Sh∩HψSh∩Hr
Sh
Sh∩Hc
h−1
S (m)
=
∑
ShH≤H,h∈S
tSSc
h
ShψShr
Sh
Shc
h−1
S (m)
=
∑
ShH≤H,h∈S
ψSh(m)
=
∑
ShH≤H,h∈H
ψSh(m)
= ψ(m)
as we claimed.
(5) For a finite group G with a subgroup H, we have
CghH = C
g
hH
ChH where h, g ∈ G.
Indeed, for given m ∈ M(E), E ≤gh H and α ∈ EndH(M) then CghH (α) ∈
EndH(M) satisfies;
(CghH )(m) = c
gh
E αEghc
h−1g−1
ghE
(m)
= cghE(c
h
EαEghc
h−1
g−1E)c
g−1
E (m)
= cghE(C
H
H (α)Egh)c
g−1
E (m)
= CghHC
h
H(m).
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(6) For a finite group H and h ∈ H, Ch : EndH(M) −→ EndH(M) is the identity.
Indeed, for given m ∈M(E) and E ≤h H = H and θ ∈ EndH(M) then;
(ChH(θ))(m) = c
h−1
hE (θhE)hE≤Hc
h
E(m)
= θ(m)
where we consider the family of homomorphisms (θhE)hE≤H .
(7) Let G be finite group and K ≤ H ≤ G and g ∈ G. Then we have
CgKR
H
K = R
gH
gKC
g
H .
Indeed, for given D ≤ K, E ≤g K and m ∈M(D) and α ∈ EndH(M);
CgKR
H
K(α)(m) = C
g
K(αD)(m)
= Cg
−1
gE (αD)gEC
g
E(m)
= Cg
−1
gE αgEC
g
E(m)
= (Cg
−1
gY αgYC
g
Y )E(m)
= R
gK
gK(C
g−1
gY αgYC
g
Y )(m)
= R
gH
gKC
g
H(α)(m)
where Y ∈g H.
(8) (Mackey axiom): Take θ ∈ EndH(M), and if L,K ≤ H, then we have
RLHT
K
H (θ) =
∑
LgK≤H,g∈H
TLL∩gkR
gK
L∩gKc
g
K(θ).
Indeed, for any X ≤ L we must show that
(RLHT
K
H )X(x) =
∑
LgK≤H,g∈H
(TLL∩gkR
gK
L∩gKC
g
K(θ))X(x)
where x ∈ L. We show the equality of the left hand side(LHS) and right hand
side(RHS).
LHS :
(RLHT
K
H (θ))X(x) = R
L
H(T
K
H (θ))X(x)
= (THK (θ))X(x)
=
∑
XgK≤H
tXX∩gKc
gθXg∩KrX
g
Xg∩Kc
g−1
X (x)
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RHS :∑
LgK≤H,g∈H
(TLL∩gkR
gK
L∩gKC
g
K(θ))X(x) =
=
∑
LgK≤H,g∈H
(TLL∩gK(R
gK
L∩gKC
g
K(θ)))X(x)
=
∑
LgK≤H,g∈H
∑
Xu(L∩gK)≤L,u∈L
tXX∩u(L∩gK)c
u(R
gK
L∩gK(C
g
K(θ)))Xu∩(L∩gK)rXu ∩ (L ∩g K)X
u
cu
−1
X (x)
=
∑
LgK≤H
∑
Xu(L∩gK)≤L
tXX∩u(L∩gK)c
u(CgK(θ))Xu∩(L∩gK)r
Xu
Xu∩(L∩gK)c
u−1
X (x)
=
∑
LgK≤H
∑
Xu(L∩gK)≤L
tXX∩u(L∩gK)c
ucg(θ)(Xu∩(L∩gK))gcg
−1
rX
u
Xu∩(L∩gK)c
u−1(x)
=
∑
LgK≤H,Xu(L∩gK)≤L
tXX∩u(L∩gK)c
ug(θ)(Xug∩(L∩gK))grX
ug
Xug∩(L∩gK)gc
g−1u−1(x)
=
∑
XgK≤H
tXX∩gKc
gθXg∩KrX
g
Xg∩Kc
g−1
X (x)
because u and g runs over Xu(L∩gK) and LgK, respectively, then ug runs over
XugK. Since X ≤ L and u ∈ L, then ug runs over XgK. So LHS and RHS are
equal.
(9) (Frobenius axiom) If K ≤ H, α ∈ EndK(M), β ∈ EndH(M), then the
following multiplicative structures are both satisfied.
THK (α.R
H
K(β)) = T
H
K (α).β
THK (R
H
K(β).α) = β.T
H
K (α).
Indeed, for the first statement of the Frobenius axiom, we show that the left hand
side and the right hand side are equal. Let S ≤ H.
LHS :
THK (α.R
H
K(β)) =
∑
ShK≤H,h∈H
tSS∩hKc
h(α.RHK(β))Sh∩Kr
Sh
Sh∩Kc
h−1
S
=
∑
ShK≤H,h∈H
tSS∩hKc
hαSh∩K(R
H
K(β))Sh∩Kr
Sh
Sh∩Kc
h−1
S
=
∑
ShK≤H,h∈H
tSS∩hKc
hαSh∩KβSh∩Kr
Sh
Sh∩Kc
h−1
S
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RHS :
THK (α).β = (
∑
ShK≤H,h∈H
tSS∩hKc
hαSh∩Kr
Sh
Sh∩Kc
h−1
S ).βH
=
∑
ShK≤H,h∈H
tSS∩hKc
hαSh∩KβSh∩Kr
Sh
Sh∩Kc
h−1
S
by application of conjugation and restriction on βH . Since LHS and RHS are
equal, the first statement of the Frobenius axiom is satisfied.
Similarly, the endomorphism Green functor satisfies the second statement of
the Frobenius axiom.
¤
As a consequence, we have shown that the endomorphism Green functor satisfies
all the axioms defined for a Green functor.
In this chapter, finally we will give a remark which defines a Mackey functor
for which the endomorphism Green functor is a special case. The proof is in Bouc
[2]. But it can also be proved by an argument similar to the above.
Proposition 4.3 (Bouc,[2]) Let M and N be Mackey functors for G over k.
Then a Mackey functor HomH(M,N) = (HomH(M,N), T, R, C) is defined as
follows.
For each H ≤ G we define
HomH(M,N) = HomMack(H)(↓GH M, ↓GH N),
the set of morphisms from ↓GH M to ↓GH N in Mack(H).
Chapter 5
Defect Base and Defect Group
for Mackey Functors
In this chapter, making use of the defect base and defect group established by
Green in [6] , we shall study the vertex of a Mackey functor.
5.1 Some Notation and Canonical Filtration
Firstly, let us remember some definitions concerning sets of subgroups of a group
G. Let K and L be subgroups of H which is a given subgroup of G. We write
K ≤H L to mean that there exists some h in H such that Kh ≤ L. If H,B are
sets of subgroups of H, we write H ≤H B to mean that for each K ∈ H there
exists some L ∈ B such that K ≤H L. We write H =H B to mean that H ≤H B
and B ≤H H. Now we define the closure operation, jH .
Definition 5.1 If H is a set of subgroups of H, define
jHH = {L ≤ H|∃K ∈ H such that L ≤H K},
and we call jHH, the jH−closure of H. The set H is said to be jH−closed or
closed under subconjugation if jHH = H. Thus H is jH−closed if and only if H
29
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contains, with any subgroup L ∈ H, all the subgroups of L and all conjugates of
L ≤ H.
The following proposition is obvious.
Proposition 5.2 Let H,B be sets of subgroups of H. Then
1. H ≤jH H.
2. jH(jHH) = jHH.
3. H ≤H B if and only if jHH ≤ jHB.
4. jHH =H≤B if and only if jHH = jHB.
5. Every jH−closed H contains the unit subgroup {1} of H.
6. The intersection and union of any non-empty set of jH−closed sets of sub-
groups of H are both jH−closed sets of subgroups of H.
Definition 5.3 Let H,K,L be subgroups of G such that H ≤ L and K ≤ L. Let
H,B be sets of subgroups of H,K respectively. Then consider the following set of
subgroups.
H : L : B = {U g ∩ V |U ∈ H, V ∈ B, g ∈ L}.
This set of subgroups described above is called midrel set.
Proposition 5.4 With the notation of the definition just above
jL(H : L : B) = jLH ∩ jLB
.
Definition 5.5 Let A be a Green functor for a finite group G in k. For each
pair (H, H), where H is a subgroup of G and H is a set of sungroups of H(H can
consist of single subgroup), consider
AH(H) =
∑
U∈H
tHU (A(U)).
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The family (AH(H)) indexed by the set of pairs (H, H), is called the
canonical filtration on A.
Proposition 5.6 Let A be a Green functor, and (AH(H)) its canonical filtration.
Then each AH(H) is an ideal of A(H). Also, let D,H,K be subgroups of G, and
any set H,B of subgroups of H. Then:
1. AH(H) = A(H).
2. H ≤H B implies that (AH(H)) ≤ AB(H)).
3. AH(H).AB(H) ≤ AH:H:B(H)
4. tKH(AH)(H) = AH(K) for H ≤ K.
5. rDH(AH(H)) ≤ AH:H:D(D) where D consists of only D, D ≤ H.
6. cgH(AH(H)) = AHg(H
g) for all g ∈ G and Hg = {U g|U ∈ H}.
5.2 Defect Bases
Definition 5.7 Let A be a Green functor for G and H be a set of subgroups of
G. We say that A(G) is H−projective if (AH(G)) = A(G), which means A(G) is
H−projective if ∑
U∈H
tGU(A(U)) = A(G).
We also say A itself is H−projective in this case.
Lemma 5.8 With the notation of the Definition 5.7 we have the following:
1. A(G) is G−projective.
2. A(G) is H−projective if and only if A(G) is jGH−projective.
3. If A(G) is H−projective, and if H ≤G B, then A(G) is B−projective.
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4. If A(G).A(G) = A(G) and if A(G) is both H−projective and B−projective,
then A(G) is (jGH ∩ jGB)−projective.
Proof : (1) follows from Proposition 5.6(1). From Proposition 5.6(2) we deduce
that if H ≤G B then (AH(G)) = A(G) implies (AB(G)) = A(G), so this proves
(3). Since jGH = H, we get the result (2). Assuming the hypotheses of (4) then,
by Proposition 5.6(3)
A(G) = A(G).A(G) = AH(H).AB(H) ≤ AH:G:B(G)
which means that A(G) is (H : G : B)−projective. By (2) and Proposition 5.4,
A(G) is (jGH ∩ jGB)−projective.
¤
Definition 5.9 Let A be a Green functor for G and D be a set of subgroups of
G. Then we say that D is a defect base for A(G) if the following two conditions
are both satisfied.
1. For all H(any set of subgroups of G), A(G) is H−projective if and only if
D ≤G H.
2. D is jG−closed.
In other words, a defect base of A is a family of subgroups which is closed under
subconjugation and which is minimal under the condition∑
U∈D
tGU(A(U)) = A(G).
Theorem 5.10 (Green,[6]) Let A be a Green functor such that A(G).A(G) =
A(G). Then A(G) has a unique defect base.
Proof : Let Π be the set of all jG−closed sets of H of subgroups of G such that
A(G) is H−projective. By Lemma 5.8(1), (2) Π contains jG{G}. Thus Π is not
empty. We observe that the intersection D of all the members of Π is itself a
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member of
∏
, by Lemma 5.8(4) and Proposition 5.2(5). If D ≤G H for some H,
then A(G) is H−projective, by Lemma 5.8(3).
Conversely, if A(G) is H−projective for some H, then jGH ∈ Π. Thus D ≤ jGH,
i.e. D ≤G H by Proposition 5.2(3). Therefore D satisfies the first condition in
the definition of the defect base. The uniqueness of D follows immediately from
the definition of the defect base.
¤
Remark 5.11 If A(G) has the identity element 1G, then the condition
A(G).A(G) = A(G) is satisfied. If H is any set of subgroups of G, then A(G) is
H−projective if and only if 1G ∈ AH(G).
The condition A(G).A(G) = A(G) is clearly satisfied with our definition since
we always assume the existence of unity elements.
The definition and existence of a defect base for a Green functor A depend
only on a small number of properties of the family of ideals (AH(G)) of A(G). In
the next definition we isolate these properties and we will be able to speak of the
defect base of a k−algebra A, relative to a G− family of ideals of A.
Definition 5.12 Let A be a k−algebra, G a finite group, and S(G) the set of all
sets of subgroups of G. Suppose that (AH) is a family of ideals of A, indexed by
H in S(G) which satisfies the following conditions, for all H,B in S(G):
1. AG = A.
2. H ≤G B implies AH ≤ AB.
3. AH ∗ AB ≤ AH:G:B.
Then (AH) is called a G−family on A.
For example, the family (AH(G)) of A(G), where AH(G) and A(G) are defined
by a Green functor A, is a G−family on A(G).
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If (AH) is a G−family on the k−algebra A, we say that A is H−projective,
relative to (AH), if AH = A. We define a defect base D relative to (AH) to be a
set D of subgroups of G which satisfies the conditions of the defect base which
we stated before.
Proposition 5.13 Let A be a k−algebra such that A ∗ A = A, and let (AH) be
a G−family on A. Then A has a unique defect base D = D(A) relative to (AH).
Now consider the associative k−algebra A with the identity element 1 and
(AH) be a fixed G−family on A. Then we have the following proposition.
Proposition 5.14 Let S be a subalgebra of A. Then (S ∩AH) is a G−family on
S and D(A) ≥ D(S).
Suppose that e is an idempotent in A. S = eAe is a subalgebra of A; also
eAe ∩ I = eIe, for any ideal I of A. So the G−family on subalgebra eAe = S
is (eAHe). For any H ∈ S(G), the condition for eAe to be H−projective is that
e ∈ eAHe, which is equivalent to the condition e ∈ AH.
Theorem 5.15 (Green,[6]) If 1 = e1+. . .+en, where e1, . . . , en are idempotents
in A, then D(A) = ⋃n1 D(eiAei).
Proof : Let Di = D(eiAei). Then D(A) ≥ Di, for all i. Therefore,
D(A) ≥ D = ⋃n1 Di. However, we also have ei ∈ ADi for all i. Therefore
1 =
∑
ei ∈
∑
ADi ≤ AD,
so that A is D−projective. Since Dis jG−closed, D(A) ≤ D. Thus D(A) = D.
This completes the proof.
¤
Now consider the idempotents e, f of A, we say that e, f are associated in A
if the right A−modules eA, fA are isomorphic. Indeed, e, f are associated in A
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if and only if there exists elements x, y in A such that
exf = x, fye = y, xy = e, yx = f.
It follows that any ideal AH of A which contains e, also contains f , and conversely.
Thus we have the following.
Proposition 5.16 If e, f are idempotents which are associated in A, then
D(eAe) = D(fAf).
We say that an idempotent e of A is completely primitive in A if eAe/rad(eAe)
is a division algebra. Here rad(eAe) denotes the Jacabson radical.
In the next proposition and definition, we shall assume that the G−family
(AH) satisfies that for H ∈ S(G),
AH =
∑
H∈H
A(H).
Proposition 5.17 If e is a completely primitive idempotent of A, then D(eAe) =
jGD, for some subgroup D of G, which is determined uniquely up to conjugacy
in G.
Proof : Let D = D(eAe). Then e ∈ AD =
∑
D∈D A(D) and so e ∈∑
D∈D eA(D)e. If all eA(D)e were proper ideals of eAe, they would lie in
rad(eAe), giving the contradiction e ∈ rad(eAe). So there is some D in D for
which e ∈ A(D). Hence eAe is D−projective and so D ≤ jGD. But D ∈ D, so
jGD ≤ D. So it completes the proof. Since D = jGD, D is determined uniquely
up to conjugacy in G.
¤
Now we give the definition of the defect group.
Definition 5.18 With the notation of the previous proposition, we say that D is
called a defect group of e, or eAe.
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In order to apply this result to a Green functor A, we need the following
lemma.
Lemma 5.19 Let A be a Green functor for a finite group G in k such that each
algebra A(H) is associative. Let e = eG be an idempotent of A(G), and define
eH = r
G
He and A
′
(H) = eHA(H)eH , for all subgroups H of G. Then the family
(A
′
(H)) defines a subfunctor A
′
of A whose canocical filtration is (eHA(H)eH).
For notation, we write eAe for the Green functor A
′
, which is a subfunctor of
A.
Proposition 5.20 (Green,[6]) Let A be Green functor for G over k such that
each algebra A(H) is associative and has identity element 1H . Let
1G = e1 + . . .+ en
be a decomposition of 1G as sum of mutually orthogonal idempotents e1, . . . , en of
A(G). Then
D(A) =
n⋃
1
D(eiAei).
and if ei, ej are associated in A(G), then D(eiAei) = D(ejAej), (i, j = 1, . . . , n).
Moreover, if for each i, ei is completely primitive in A(G), and if Di is a defect
group of ei, then
D(A) = jG{D1, . . . Dn}.
Proof : By Lemma 5.19 for each idempotent ei, the subfunctor eiAei has its
defect basis D(eiAei). By Theorem 3.15 we have
D(A) =
n⋃
1
D(eiAei).
And by Proposition 5.16 we have D(eiAei) = D(ejAej). Finally by this fact we
get
D(A) = jG{D1, . . . Dn}.
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.
¤
In the rest of this section we will study the relation between the defect base
and defect group of the endomorphism Green functor EndG(M), where M is an
indecomposable Mackey functor for G, and the vertex of M .
Theorem 5.21 (Green,[6]) Let M be a Mackey functor for G and the iden-
tity element of EndG(M)(G) be a completely primitive idempotent. Then
EndG(M)(G) has a unique defect group up to conjugation.
Proof : Existence of the unique defect group(up to conjugacy) of EndG(M)(G)
follows directly from Proposition 5.17 and Proposition 5.20.
¤
Lemma 5.22 (Sasaki,[8])
1. Let M be a Mackey functor for G and D be a subgroup of G. Then the
following are equivalent:
(a) M is D−projective.
(b) M is isomorphic to a direct summand of ↑GD↓GD M .
(c) There is a Mackey functor N for D such that M is isomorphic to a
direct summand of ↑GD N .
2. Let D be a family of subgroups of G. Then a Mackey functor M for G is a
D−projective if and only if there exists, for each Di ∈ D, a Mackey funtor
Ni for Di such that M is isomorphic to a direct summand of
∑
i ↑GD Ni.
Proof :
1. Suppose (a) holds. Then there exists an element Φ of EndG(M)(D) such
that ΦG = 1. Put N =↓GD M . Define morphisms
Λ :M → NG and Π : NG →M
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by for each H ≤ G.
Λ(H) :M(H)→ NG(H) such that for α ∈M(H)
α 7→
∑
Hg∈H/G
θHg∩DrH
g
Hg∩Dc
g−1
H (α)⊗Hg.
and Π : NG(H)→M(H)∑
Hg∈H/G
αg ⊗Hg 7→
∑
g∈H\G/D
tHH∩gDc
gαg
respectively. Then Λ(H)Π(H) = ΦG(H) = 1 for each H ≤ G. Namely,
we have ΛΦ = 1 in EndG(M)(G) and hence M is isomorphic to a direct
summand of ↑GD↓GD M . (b) implies (c) trivially. Suppose we have (c). Let
Θ be an element of EndG(N
G)(D) defined by for each E ≤ D Θ(E) :
NG(E)→ NG(E) such that for β ∈ NG(E)∑
Eg∈E/G
βg ⊗ Eg 7→ β1 ⊗ E.
Then ΘG = 1. Let Λ :M → NG and Π : NG →M be the injection and the
projection, respectively. Let
Φ =↓GD ΛΘ ↓GD Π :↓GD M →↓GD M.
Then ΦG = 1. Thus (a) holds.
2. If M is D−projective, then there exists, for each Di ∈ D, an element Φi in
EndG(M)(Di) such that
∑
iΦi = 1. Put Ni =↓GDi and define morphisms,
using Φi,
Λi :M → NGi and Πi : NGi →M
as in the first half of the proof (1). Let, for each Di, Γi and Ξi be the injec-
tion from NGi to
∑
iN
G
i and the projection from
∑
iN
G
i to N
G
i , respectively.
Let
Λ =
∑
i
ΛiΓi :M →
∑
i
NGi
Π =
∑
i
ΞiΠi :
∑
i
NGi →M.
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Then we have ΛΠ = 1. Namely, M is isomorphic to a direct summand of∑
iN
G
i . Suppose conversely that M is isomorphic to a direct summand of∑
iN
G
i , where Ni is a Mackey functor for Di for each Di ∈ D. Let Γi and
Ξi be the injections from N
G
i to
∑
iN
G
i and the projection from
∑
iN
G
i
to NGi , respectively. Let Λ and Π be the injection from M to
∑
iN
G
i and
the projection from
∑
iN
G
i to M , respectively. Let Θi be an element of
EndG(N
G
i )(Di) such that Θi = 1 and define
Φ =↓GDi Λ ↓GDi ΞΘi ↓GD Γi ↓GD Πi.
Then we have
∑
iΦ
G
i = 1. So M is D−projective.
Definition 5.23 A Mackey functor M is said to be H−projective if its endo-
morphism Green functor is H−projective, where H is a family of subgroups of
G.
Definition 5.24 Let M be a Mackey functor for G, and EndG(M) be the corre-
sponding endomorphism Green functor. If the identity element of EndG(M)(G)
is a completely primitive idempotent, then the defect group of EndG(M) is unique
up to conjugacy. The defect group of EndG(M) is called the vertex of the Mackey
functor M .
Proposition 5.25 Let M be a Mackey functor for G and let D ≤ G. Then D
is a vertex of M if and only if D is minimal such that M | ↑GD↓GD M .
Proof : Let D be a vertex of M . Remember that if D is a vertex of M then
D is the defect group of EndG(M). By Definition 5.9 there is D, a set of sub-
groups of G, such that EndG(M) is D−projective. Thus by Definition 5.23 M is
D−projective. Then by Lemma 5.22(1), M | ↑GD↓GD M .
Now let M | ↑GD↓GD M . Remember that D is minimal with M | ↑GD↓GD M .
Consider X , the set of subgroups of G, such that D is maximal in it and X is
closed under subconjugation. We need to show that M is X−projective. Indeed,
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because X is closed under subconjugation, by Lemma 5.22(2), the sum of induced
Mackey functors formed for each element of X forM ,∑iNi, is a Mackey functor
for D. Since M | ↑GD↓GD M , M |
∑
iNi. Thus M is X−projective. By Definition
5.23, EndG(M) is X−projective. So X is the defect base for EndG(M) and since
D is maximal in X , it is a vertex of M .
¤
As a summary, let k be a field and M is an indecomposable Mackey functor
for a finite group G. There is a unique set of subgroups H closed under con-
jugation and taking subgroups minimal with respect to the property that M is
H−projective. This set consists of a single conjugacy class of subgroups together
with their subgroups. A representative of this single conjugacy class is a vertex of
M . Let D ≤ G be a vertex of M . Then there is an indecomposable Mackey func-
tor N for D, unique up to conjugacy in NG(D), such that M | ↑GD N . Note that
the vertex of an indecomposable Mackey functor need not to be a p−subgroup
of G. In fact any H ≤ G may be the vertex of M . We use this result to prove
the Green correnspondent theorem by analogue proof as in group algebra. Before
that we study the Sasaki’s proof for Green correspondence for Mackey fucntors.
Chapter 6
Green Correspondence for
Mackey Functors(1)
In this chapter we will study the Green correspondence of Mackey functors via
Sasaki’s proof. Let M be a Mackey functor for G and H a family of subgroups
of K ≤ G, then,
M(H)K =
∑
H∈H
tKHM(H).
A Green functor A for G is called local if A(G) is a local algebra.
Let k be a complete local principle ideal domain and R be a finitely generated
associative k−algebra with identity element 1. Then by [6], 1 has at least one
primitive decomposition in R, as
1 = ²0 + . . .+ ²m
and ²0, . . . , ²m are mutually orthogonal idempotents and they are completely
primitive in R. Let 1 = α0 + . . . + αs be another primitive decomposition of
1 in R. So m = s and the αj can be so numbered that, β
−1²jβ = αj for
j = 0, . . . ,m, for a suitable element β of R. Furthermore, every idempotent of R
can be expressed as the sum of mutually orthogonal primitive idempotents of R.
In particular every primitive idempotent of R is completely primitive. Note that
for easy notation we use ²K as the restriction of ² and ²
G as the induction of ²
41
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where ² is an idempotent in A(H) .
Definition 6.1 Let A ∈ Ak(G) be a local Green functor and let M ∈Mackk(G)
an A−module. Let D be a defect group of A and H be a subgroup of G which
contains NG(D). Let
X = {sQs−1 ∩D|s ∈ G, s /∈ H}
Y = {sQs−1 ∩H|s ∈ G, s /∈ H}
which we studied in Chapter 2. Let
1H = ²0 + . . .+ ²n
be a primitive decomposition of the identity element 1H of A(H). Then by [6]
there is exactly one index i such that D is a defect group of ²i ↓GH A. Furthermore,
again by [6], arranging notation so that i = 0, we have
1H ≡ ²0 modA(Y)H .
where ²i ∈ A(Y)H for i ≥ 1. Also
²G0 ≡ 1G modA(Y)G.
We put ² = ²0 and note that ²
G is a unit in A(G).
We define N , a Mackey functor for H, as a subfunctor of ↓GH M for each L ≤ H,
N(L) = ²LM(L).
This Mackey functor for H is called a Green correspondent of M with respect to
(G,D,H,A).
Remark 6.2 The definiton of Green correspondents depends on a primitive de-
composition of the identity element of A(H). However, all decompositions give
rise to isomorphic Green correspondents.
The following lemma is a result from Sasaki.
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Lemma 6.3 Let M be a Mackey functor for G over k and ² ∈ EndG(M)(G) be
an idempotent. Then a subfunctor N ofM defined by N(H) = ²HM(H) (H ≤ G)
is a direct summand of M . Furthermore EndH(N) is isomorphic to ²EndG(M)².
Proposition 6.4 (Sasaki) Using the notation of Definition 6.1 we have the
following.
1. The Green correspondent N is an ² ↓GH A²-module.
2. ↓GH M , which is the Mackey functor for H, is the direct sum of N and a
Y−projective Mackey functor for H. The induced Mackey functor ↑GH N is
the direct sum of M and a X− projective Mackey functor for G.
3. The factor modules M(G)/M(X)G and N(H)/M(Y)H are isomorphic by
φ+M(X)G 7−→ ²(rGHφ) +N(Y)H .
Proof :
1. Let L be a subgroup of H. For an element ²Lφ and an element ²Lθ²L of
² ↓GH A²(L),
(²Lφ)(² ↓GH A²(L)) = φ²Lθ²L
which is in N(L). Thus N is an ² ↓GH A²−module.
2. Let γ = ²1 + . . . + ²n. Then γ is in A(Y)
G. We define a subfunctor P of
↓GH M by P (L) = γLM(L) for L ≤ H. Obviously, ↓GH M is the direct sum
of N and P . Moreover P is a γ ↓GH Aγ−module, which can be shown as in
(1). Thus P is Y−projective.
Now we define the following morphisms
Ω :↑GH N →M
such that
Ω(K) :↑GH N(K)→M(K) :
∑
Kg∈K\G
β ⊗Kg 7−→
∑
g∈K\G/H
tKK∩gHc
g−1(β)
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Γ :M →↑GH N
such that
Γ(K) :M(K)→↑GH N(K) : α 7−→
∑
Kg∈K\G
²Kg∩HrKK∩gHc
g ⊗Kg
by for each K ≤ G.
Then for K ≤ G we have
Γ(K)Ω(K) : α 7−→ ²G K α
and this is an isomorphism so that ΓΩ :M −→M is an isomorphism. And
M is isomorphic to a direct summand of ↑GH N . Let consider EndG(NG).
Obviously, EndG(N
G) is D−projective. Let Ψ = ΩΓ and
1G −Ψ = Θ1 + . . .+Θq
be a primitive decomposition of 1G − Ψ in EndG(NG)(G). We need to
show that Θi is in EndG(N
G)(X)G. Because EndG(N
G) is D−projective,
by Theorem 2 of [6] Θi is in EndG(N
G)(X)G if and only if (Θi)H is in
EndG(N
G)(Y)H . ↓GH↑GH N is the direct sum of N and a Y−projective
Mackey functor for H by Lemma 5.22. Furthermore N is a direct summand
of ↓HG M and ↓HG M is isomorphic to a direct summand of ↓GH↑GH N . Thus
(Θi)H must lie in EndG(N
G)(Y)H .
3. M is defined by its transfer map t, restriction map r and conjugation map
c. By Theorem 2.3 of [7], rHG induces an isomorphism of M(G)/M(X)
G and
N(H)/M(Y)H . After realizing this isomorphism, we can combine this with
the first half of the (2). Clearly we get the result.
¤
The following theorem is our main theorem, Green Correspondence for Mackey
functors, which is the result what we have done up to now. Since everything is
established, the proof of the theorem is easy to follow.
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Theorem 6.5 (Sasaki) Let k be a field, D be a subgroup of G, and H be a
subgroup of G containing NG(D). Then there exists a one-to-one correspondence
between the set of all isomorphism classes of indecomposable Mackey functors
for G over k which have vertex D and the set of all isomorphism classes of
indecomposable Mackey functors for H over k which have vertex D, in which a
Mackey functor M for G and a Mackey functor N for H correspond if, and only
if, either N is isomorphic to a direct summand of ↓GH M or M is isomorphic to
a direct summand of ↑GH N .
Proof : Let M be an indecomposable Mackey functor for G over k. Consider
the endomorphism Green functor for M , EndG(M). Let say A = EndG(M).
Then A(G) is local because M is indecomposable. Let D be a vertex of M ,
H a subgroup of G containing NG(D), and N be a Green correspondent of M ,
which is as we defined above, with respect to G,D,H,A. Let ² be our primitive
idempotent of A(H) that defines N as in Definition 6.1. Then by Lemma 6.3
² ↓GH A² is isomorphic to EndH(N). Furthermore, N has vertex D. Hence, the
desired one-to-one correspondence is the one that corresponds the isomorphism
class of M to isomorphism classes of N .
¤
Chapter 7
Green Correspondence for
Mackey Functors(2)
In the previous chapter we studied Sasaki’s proof for the Green correspondence
for indecomposable Mackey functors. Sasaki proved the Green correspondence for
an indecomposable Mackey functorM via endomorphism Green functor End(M)
after defining the vertex of M via the vertex of End(M). In this chapter we shall
prove the theorem by an analogue of the proof for group algebras.
Theorem 7.1 Let k be a field, D be a subgroup of G, and H be a subgroup of G
containing NG(D). Then there exists a one-to-one correspondence between the set
of all isomorphism classes of indecomposable Mackey functors for G over k which
have vertex D and the set of all isomorphism classes of indecomposable Mackey
functors for H over k which have vertex D, in which a Mackey functor M for G
and a Mackey functor N for H correspond if, and only if, either N is isomorphic
to a direct summand of ↓GH M or M is isomorphic to a direct summand of ↑GH N .
Proof : Remember some collections of subgroups of G. Let
X = {sDs−1 ∩D|s ∈ G, s /∈ H}
Y = {sDs−1 ∩H|s ∈ G, s /∈ H}
46
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D = {R|R ≤ D,R *G x}
We have the following results.
Lemma 7.2 Suppose that R is a subgroup of D. Then the following are equiva-
lent.
1. R ≤G X;
2. R ≤H X;
3. R ≤H Y.
Proof : If (1) is valid then there is g ∈ G with gRg−1 ≤ D ∩ sDs−1, where
s ∈ G, s /∈ H. Then if g ∈ H then certainly (2) holds. If g /∈M then R ≤ g−1Dg
yields R ≤ D ∩ g−1Dg, that is R in X so certainly R ≤H X. So (2) holds.
If (2) holds then there is x ∈ H, s ∈ G, s /∈ M such that xRx−1 ≤ D ∩ sDs−1.
Thus, we get xRx−1 ≤ H ∩ sDs−1 and R ≤H Y. So (3) holds.
If (3) holds then there is x ∈ H, s ∈ G, s /∈ H with xRx−1 ≤ H ∩ sDs−1.
Hence R ≤ H ∩ (x−1s)D(s−1x). However x−1s /∈ H. So clearly we have R ≤
D ∩ (x−1s)D(s−1x) and R ≤G X. So (1) holds.
¤
Lemma 7.3 Let M be a Mackey functor for G which is X−projective and N be
a Mackey functor for H which is Y−projective. Then ↓GH M is Y−projective and
↑GH N is X−projective.
Proof : Let T be an indecomposable summand of M so T is projective for a
subgroup of the form sDs−1, s /∈ H. Hence, by Mackey’s theorem, ↓GH T is pro-
jective for the collection of subgroups of the form
t(sDs−1 ∩D)t−1 ∩H = tsDs−1t−1 ∩ tDt−1 ∩H.
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But either t /∈ H or ts /∈ H so such a subgroup is contained in an element of Y
so ↓GH T and ↓GH M are relatively Y−projective.
If T is an indecomposable summand of N and T has vertex P then P ≤H Y so
↑GH T is P−projective and P ≤G X, by Lemma 7.2 , so ↑GH T is X−projective.
The lemma is proved.
¤
The next two results contain the bulk of the theorem.
Lemma 7.4 If M is an indecomposable Mackey functor for G with vertex R in
D then ↓GH M ∼= N⊕T where N is an indecomposable Mackey functor for H with
vertex R, M | ↑GH N and T is a Y−projective Mackey functor for H.
Proof : There is an indecomposable Mackey functor N for H with vertex R
and M | ↑GH N . Now ↓GH↑GH N ∼= N ⊕ T1, where T1 is relatively Y−projective,
by Lemma 2.16. Thus ↓GH M is either isomorphic with N ⊕ T or T for some
summand T of T1. But, ↓GH M has an indecomposable summand Z with vertex
R. Now Z cannot be isomorphic with summand of T , or else R ≤H X, so R /∈ D.
Thus, Z ∼= N and UM ↓GH M ∼= N ⊕ T .
¤
Lemma 7.5 If N is an indecomposable Mackey functor for H with vertex R in
D then ↑GH N ∼= M ⊕W where M is an indecomposable Mackey functor for G
vertex R, N | ↓GH M and W is a X−projective Mackey functor for G.
Proof : Let ↑GH N =M1 + . . .+Mr be a direct sum of indecomposable Mackey
functors for G. Since ↓GH↑GH N ∼= N ⊕ T , where Y is a Y−projective Mackey
functor for H.We have, after renumbering, that ↓GH M1 ∼= N + T1, ↓GH Mi ∼= Ti,
2 ≤ i ≤ r, where Ti are Mackey functors for H and T ∼= T1 ⊕ . . .⊕ Tr. We claim
that Mi has a vertex in D and that M1, . . . ,Mr are relatively X−projective.
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Indeed, M1 has a vertex in D, as M1| ↑GH N , and M1 cannot be X−projective.
Then ↓GH M1 ∼= N + T1 is Y−projective which is not the case. Hence, M1 does
not have a vertex in D. Moreover, if Mi, i ≤ 2, was not X−projective. Then
Lemma 7.4 would imply to it and ↓GH Mi would not be Y−projective, which it is.
Thus, Mi is relatively X−projective.
Setting M = M1, W = M2 + . . . +Mr we have that M | ↑GH N , ↑GH N ∼= M ⊕
W where W is X−projective. It remains only to prove that M has vertex R.
However, the vertex of M is in D. Thus Lemma 7.4 applies and there is a unique
summand, in any decomposition of ↓GH M into the direct sum of indecomposable
modules, which is not Y−projective and that Mackey functor has a vertex equal
to a vertex of M . However ↓GH M ∼= N ⊕ T . So M has vertex R as N has vertex
R.
¤
We almost proved the Theorem 7.1. We only need to show the one-to-one
property.
If M is an indecomposable Mackey functor for G with vertex R in D, N is as
in Lemma 7.4. Then ↑GH N = M ′ ⊕ T as in Lemma 7.5. Thus M ∼= M ′ . But in
Lemma 7.4 we proved that M | ↑GH N . If we start with N , a similar result holds
as proved in Lemma 7.5 that N | ↓GH M . This shows the one-to-one property.
¤
Chapter 8
Some Further Applications
In this chapter we will assume that the coefficient ring is a field k. We will
study the proofs of The´venaz-Webb, results on Green correspondents, vertices,
sources of the projective Makcey functor, the fixed point and the fixed quotient
Mackey functors and the simple Mackey functor. Moreover, to avoid some further
knowledge about the Mackey functors we sometimes give only the theorems and
propositions.
Recall that every indecomposable Mackey functorM for a finite group G over
k has a vertex H ≤ G, a unique minimal subgroup up to conjugacy, relatively to
which it is projective. The Green correspondence works in this situation, such
that if H is vertex of M and K is a subgroup containing NG(H) then ↓GH M
has a unique summand, let say it f(M), with vertex H, and if L is a Mackey
functor for K with vertex H then ↑GK M has unique summand, let say it g(L),
with vertex H, the correspondence f and g being mutually inverse. This idea
consists of the method to determine the Green correspondents, vertices, sources
of the projective Makcey functor, the fixed point and the fixed quotient Mackey
functors and the simple Mackey functor.
50
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8.1 Vertices, Sources and Green Correspon-
dence of Simple Mackey Functors
In this section, firstly we define the simple Mackey functor, the projective Makcey
functor, the fixed point and the fixed quotient Mackey functor. Then we give
some results for the Green correspondence of these functors. Recall that by a
subfunctor N of a Mackey functor M for a finite group G on H, which is a family
of subgroups of G, one means a family of k−submodules N(H) ≤ M(H) where
H ∈ H is stable under restriction, transfer and conjugation. If N is a subfunctor
of M , then the quotient functor M/N is defined by (M/N)(H) =M(H)/N(H).
Definition 8.1 • A mackey functor M is called simple if the only subfunc-
tors of M are M itself and zero(i.e. the Mackey functor which is zero on
each subgroup) and is denoted by SH,V for a subgroup H of G and for a
kG−module V .
• A mackey functor is projective and indecomposable, if it is the projective
cover of a simple Mackey functor SH,V .Then it is denoted by PH,V .
• For a kG−module V , the functor, which is denoted by FPV , is called the
fixed point Mackey functor and satisfies that FPV = V
H for a subgroup H
of G.
• For a kG−module V , the functor, which is denoted by FQV , is called the
fixed quotient Mackey functor and satisfies that FPV = VH for a subgroup
H of G.
Throughout this section we use superscripts to indicate for which group a Mackey
functor is considered. Thus for instance SKH,V is the simple Mackey functor for K
corresponding to the pair (H, V ).
Proposition 8.2 (The´venaz-Webb,[11]) Let H ≤ G and let V be a simple
kNG(H)−module. Then the indecomposable projective PH,V has vertex H.
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The source of the projective module is defined by some further theorems on
Burnside Mackey functors and for more information review [2]
Now we consider Green correspondents of projective Mackey functors.
Theorem 8.3 (The´venaz-Webb,[11]) Let K be a subgroup of G which con-
tains NG(H). The Green correspondent of P
G
H,V is P
K
H,V .
Proof : We may write ↑GK PKH,V ∼= g(PKH,V )⊕M where M is a Mackey functor all
of whose summands have smaller vertex than H. Since induction preseves projec-
tives, these summands have the dorm PL,V with L < H. Apllying induction to the
epimorphism PKH,V → SKH,V gives an epimorphism g(PKH,V )⊕M ∼=↑GK PKH,V → SGH,V ,
using the fact that SGH,V is an induced functor. The only way we can have such
an epimorphism to a simple Mackey functor is if PGH,V is a summand, and since
this has vertex H we must have g(PKH,V ) = P
G
H,V .
¤
In order to study the vertices and sources of simple Mackey functors, firstly
we need the statement of the following lemma.
Lemma 8.4 Suppose that M is a Mackey functor which is projective relative to
a set of subgroups H, and let S(G) be a set of subgroups of G which is closed
under taking subgroups and conjugation. Consider the Mackey functor N whose
value at a subgroup H is defined to be
N(H) =
∑
J≤H,J∈H
tHJ M(J).
Then N is also projective relative to H.
We need to extend the notation SH,V to non-simple modules V . If V is an
arbitrary kN(H)−module, define SN(H)1,V (K) = tK1 (V ) ≤ V K = FPV (K). Thus
S1,V is a subfunctor of FPV . Then define
SH,V = S
G
H,V =↑GN(H) (InfN(H)N(H)S
N(H)
1,V )
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And it is easy to see that SH,V (H) = V . As a consequence, SH,V is indecompos-
able if and only if V is an indecomposable kN(H)−module.
Here it is necessary to give the definition of inflation Mackey functor.
Remark 8.5 Whenever we have a normal subgroup N /G and a Mackey functor
L for Q = G/N we can form the inflation InfGQL which is a Mackey functor
defined by
InfGQL(K) =
{
0 if K 	 N
L(K/N) if K ≥ N
with zero restriction and induction morphisms rKH , t
K
H unless N ≤ H ≤ K in
which case they are the mappings r
K/N
H/N , t
K/N
H/N , and similarly with conjugations.
The next proposition gives the notion of the vertices of the fixed point and
fixed quotient Mackey functors functors.
Proposition 8.6 (The´venaz-Webb,[11]) For any indecomposable kG−module
W , the vertices of FPW , FQW and W are the same.
Proof : We rely on the fact that induction of Mackey functors commutes with
all of FP, FQ and evaluation at 1. Let K be a vertex of W . Then since W
is a summand of WGK we have that FPW is a summand of FPWGK
∼=↑GK FPW .
Hence K contains a vertex L of FPW . On the other hand, the split epimorphism
↑GL FPW → FPW on evaluation at the identity subgroup is a split epimorphism
WGL → W , and hence L must be K. The proof for FQW is similar.
¤
Finally we show that the vertex, source and Green correspondent of simple
Mackey functors are determined by the Green correspondents of the correspond-
ing modules. Firstly, consider the following lemma.
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Lemma 8.7 Let K be a normal subgroup of G and let K ≤ J ≤ G. Let M be an
indecomposable Mackey functor for J with vertex K. Then every indecomposable
summand of ↑GJ M has vertex K.
Proof : Let N be a source of M . Since M is a summand of ↑JK N , the functor
↓KJ M is a summand of
↑JK↓JK=
h⊕
h∈J/K
N.
Thus ↓JK M is a dirrect sum of conjugates of N .
Now let L be an indecomposable summand of ↑GJ . Then ↓KG L is a summand of
↑GJ ↓GK M =
⊕
g∈K\G/J
↓gJK (gM) =
⊕
g∈G/J
(↓JK M)g
−1
and so every summand of ↓KG L is a conjugate of N . After conjugation, it follows
that N is a summand of ↓KG L. Since we also have that L is a summand of ↑GK N
and N is its own source, N must be a source of L. In particular K is a vertex of
L. So this completes the proof the lemma.
¤
Theorem 8.8 (The´venaz-Webb,[11])
1. Let SGH,V be a simple Mackey functor, and let K be a subgroup of G with
H ≤ K ≤ NG(H) such that K/H is a vertex of V . Then K is a vertex of
SGH,V .
2. Let moreover U be a source of V . Then the indecomposable Mackey functor
SKH,U is a source of S
G
H,V .
3. Let SGH,V be a simple Mackey functor for G and let K/H be a vertex of V .
Let W be the Green correspondent of V , a module for NN(H)/H(K/H) =
N(H,K)/H where N(H,K) = N(H) ∩ N(K). Then the Mackey functor
for N(K) which is the Green correspondent of SGH,V is equal to ↑N(H,K)N(K)
S
N(H,K)
H,W .
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Proof :
1. Since SGH,V =↑GN(H) (InfN(H)N(H)S
N(H)
1,V ) is an induced functor, it follows that a
vertex of Inf
N(H)
N(H)
S
N(H)
1,V as a Mackey functor for N(H) is also a vertex of
SGH,V . Evidently this will be the preimage in N(H) of a vertex of S
N(H)
1,V .
By this means we reduce to the case that H = 1, so we consider a simple
Mackey functor S1,V .
A vertex L of S1,V must always contain a vertex K of V since the split epi-
morphism ↑GL↓GL S1,V → S1,V on avaluation at 1 gives a split epimorphism
(VL)
G → V . On the other hand FPV is projective relative to K by Propo-
sition 8.6 and S1,V is construced as in Lemma 8.4 on taking M = FPV , and
S(G) = 1 so it follows by Lemma 8.4 that S1,V is also projective relative to
K. Thus L = K.
2. By the same reduction argument as in (1), we are left with the case H = 1.
Since V is a summand of UG, FPGV is a summand of FP
G
UG
∼=↑KU FPKU . By
the definition of SG1,V , it is clear that S
G
1,V is a summand of S
G
1,UG =↑GK SK1,U .
Since we already know that K is a vertex of SG1,V , the argument suffices to
guarantee that SK1,U is a source of S
G
1,V . So this completes the proof of (2).
3. The functor V → S1,V from modules to Mackey functors is additive and
the proof of Proposition 11.4 shows that it preserves vertices. It follows
easily that S
N(H,K)/H
1,W is the Green correspondent of S
N(H)/H
1,V . Applying
inflation from N(H)/H to N(H), one obtains that S
N(H,K)
H,W is the Green
correspondent of S
N(H)
H,V . Therefore
↑N(H)N(H,K) SN(H,K)H,W ∼= SN(H)H,V ⊕ T
where each summand of T has vertex smaller than K. Let M =↑N(H)N(H,K)
S
N(H,K)
H,W . Then
↑GN(K) M =↑GN(H,K) SN(H,K)H,W ∼= SGH,V⊕ ↑GN(H) T.
By Lemma 8.7, every indecomposable summand of M has vertex K. By
Green correspondence, each such summand corresponds to an indecompos-
able summand of ↑GN(K) M with vertex K. However, we have seen that SGH,V
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is the only summand of ↑GN(K) M with vertex K. Hence M is indecompos-
able and M is the Green correspondent of SGH,V .
¤
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